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The  long-term  stability  for oxygen  reduction  reaction  (ORR)  of  two  typical  perovskite  cathode  materials
of  SOFCs,  i.e.,  Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� (BSCF)  and  Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−� (SSC),  is  investigated  in a symmetric
cell configuration  under  air condition  at 700 ◦C  using  Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC)  electrolyte  substrate  and  silver
current  collectors.  Moreover,  two  different  methods  of  silver  current  collection  are  tested,  i.e., whole
electrode  surface  deposited  with  a diluted  silver  paste  (CC-01)  and  a  mesh-like  current  collector  using
concentrated  silver  paste  (CC-02).  Electrochemical  impedance  spectra  are  applied  for  stability  inves-
tigations.  With  the  CC-01  current  collector,  the  performance  of  the  electrode  deteriorates  significantly,
although  the  initial  performance  is  good.  By  contrast,  fairly  stable  performance  is  obtained  from  symmet-
xygen reduction reaction
ong-term stability
ilver

ric cells  with  either  BSCF  or SSC  + SDC electrodes  using  the  CC-02  current  collector,  even  though  a phase
transition  is  observed  for  BSCF.  For  instance,  after  approximately  800  h of  continuous  stability  testing,  the
area-specific  resistance  of  the  BSCF  electrode  retains  a value  of approximately  0.065  �  cm2,  except  for  a
slight fluctuation  within  the  range  of 0.06–0.07  �  cm2.  These  findings  reveal  that  both  BSCF  and  SSC  can
be  stably  operated  for ORR  under  symmetric  cell  conditions;  however,  an  appropriate  current  collection

ving
method  is crucial  to achie

. Introduction

Solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are ideal devices for clean power
eneration in the future due to their high efficiency, low emis-
ions and fuel flexibility. However, for this attractive technology
o become practical for widespread application, several impor-
ant requirements must be satisfied, such as sufficiently long
ifetime, high power output and materials and operational costs
ow enough to compete with current existing power generation
echnologies such as combustion power plants. Reducing the oper-
ting temperature to an intermediate range, i.e., 500–800 ◦C, is
elieved to be important for the commercialization of SOFC tech-
ology because it can potentially increase cell lifetime and reduce
aterials and operational costs [1,2]. However, at reduced temper-

tures, low cell power output has become an emerging problem
or fuel cells with thin-film electrolyte due to sluggish cathode

ctivity for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). The reaction
ate often decreases markedly with decreasing operating tempera-
ure due to the large activation energy associated with the ORR,
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 stable  performance.
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which is typically higher than 110 kJ mol−1 [3,4]. On the other
hand, the ORR is closely related to the electrode-electrolyte-air
triple phase boundary (TPB) [5].  An increase in TPB length may
effectively increase the low-temperature performance of SOFC
cathodes by increasing the ORR rate. By applying mixed oxy-
gen ionic and electronic conducting electrodes, the electro-active
sites can extend to the region several to tens of micrometers
away from the TPB, in some cases to the entire exposed sur-
face of the electrode (typically for electrodes with very high
oxygen-ionic conductivity, such as Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−� (BSCF)
electrode [6]). As a result, the performance of BSCF electrode
for ORR at reduced temperature is significantly improved com-
pared with the state-of-the-art La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 electrode, which
is an electronic conductor with negligible ionic conductivity
before current polarization, although the activation energy for
ORR does not change significantly. For example, in a symmet-
ric cell test, area specific resistance (ASR) as low as 0.07 � cm2

was reported for a BSCF electrode for ORR at 600 ◦C [7].  Cur-
rently, considerable research is aimed at using mixed conducting
oxides as oxygen reduction electrodes for SOFC [8–11]. Among the

many alternative electrode materials for SOFC, cobalt-containing
Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3−� (SSC) [12–14] and BSCF may  be the two most
popular materials due to their outstanding activity at reduced tem-
peratures.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.03.019
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:hj2007.park@samsung.com
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Long-term stability is an important issue for an electrode to be
ractically applicable. Although very low ASRs have been reported
or both SSC and BSCF electrodes, their reliability for ORR has only
arely been reported, which may  be related to the time-consuming
ature of stability testing. Many doubts remain about the practi-
ality of using cobalt-containing perovskites as cathodes in SOFCs
ecause of their high thermal expansion coefficients (TECs) and
nstable phase structure [15,16]. For example, SSC and BSCF elec-
rodes were reported to have TECs of 20.5 and 20–25 × 10−6 K−1

respectively) from room temperature to 1000 ◦C [17,18], much
reater than those of Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) (∼12.2 × 10−6 K−1)
r 8 mol% yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) (10.5 × 10−6 K−1) elec-
rolytes [19,20]. Such large TEC disparities may  create significant
nternal stress in the fuel cell and result in the slow delamination
f the cathode layer from the electrolyte’s surface during opera-
ion. The performance of the electrode may  therefore slowly decay
ith increasing operation time [21]. Regarding BSCF, a phase tran-

ition from a cubic perovskite phase to a hexagonal phase has been
eported at temperatures lower than 850 ◦C [22]. This phase tran-
ition could decrease the bulk diffusion rate of oxygen and/or its
urface exchange kinetics. Previously, when applying BSCF as a
eramic membrane, a gradual decrease of oxygen permeation flux
ith operation time has been observed at temperatures lower than

50 ◦C [23].
For cathodes of SOFCs used for power generation and for elec-

rodes of symmetric cells used for activity evaluation, current
ollection is essential. Many different types of current collector
aterials and current collecting strategies have been studied in

he literature [24–26].  Among the various current collector mate-
ials, silver has been extensively applied because of its relatively
ow price, high electronic conductivity and easy management. Pre-
iously, we demonstrated that both the materials and strategies
sed for current collecting can have significant effects on the area
pecific resistances (ASRs) of the electrodes for ORR [27].

In this study, the long-term operational stability of SSC and BSCF
lectrodes were specifically investigated using symmetric cell tests.
ilver was selected as the current collector material, and two  types
f current collecting strategies were evaluated: whole electrode
urface deposited with a diluted silver paste (CC-01) or a mesh-like
ilver collector using concentrated silver paste (CC-02). Interest-
ngly, a BSCF electrode with the CC-01 current collector shows fairly
table performance within a test period of 800 h, as measured by
he symmetric cell test. This finding suggests that the phase tran-
ition does not have an obvious effect on the performance of the
SCF electrode for ORR.

. Experimental

.1. Power synthesis and cell preparation

Oxide powders, including BSCF and SSC electrode materi-
ls and SDC electrolyte material, were all prepared with an
DTA–citrate complexing sol–gel process. During the synthesis,
nalytical reagents of metal nitrates were applied as the raw mate-
ials. Taking the preparation of SSC powder as an example, the
equired amounts of Sm(NO3)2, Sr(NO3)2 and Co(NO3)2, used with-
ut further treatment, were first mixed into an aqueous solution
ccording to Sm:Sr:Co stoichiometry of 0.5:0.5:1. Then, both EDTA
nd citric acid were added to act as chelating agents, and the molar
atio of total metal ions to EDTA to citric acid was  controlled at
:1:2. If precipitation occurred during the gel preparation process,
H4OH was used to adjust the pH of the system to allow a clear
olution to re-appear. Under continuous heating and stirring, the
ater in the solution was slowly vaporized until a transparent gel
as formed. The gel was then pre-treated at 250 ◦C for 3 h, con-

erting it into a black-colored precursor, and then it was further
urces 210 (2012) 146– 153 147

calcined at 900 ◦C for 5 h in air to obtain a final product with the
targeted phase composition.

Symmetric cells with an electrode |electrolyte| electrode con-
figuration were fabricated for the evaluation of electrode activity
and long-term performance stability test in this study. Disk-shape
SDC pellets with a diameter of ∼12 mm (after sintering) were used
as the electrolytes; the pellets were dry pressed in a stainless steel
die with a diameter of 15 mm and subsequently sintered in air at
1350 ◦C for 5 h. BSCF or SSC + SDC composite (weight ratio of 7:3)
in powder form was  well dispersed in a solution of glycerol, ethy-
lene glycol and isopropyl alcohol to obtain a colloidal suspension,
with the help of high-energy ball milling (Fritsch, Pulverisette 6)
at 400 rpm for 0.5 h. This suspension was  then deposited onto both
sides of dense SDC pellets by an air-driven sprayer and then cal-
cined at 1000 ◦C for 2 h in air to obtain complete symmetric cells
with two  identical porous electrodes on both sides of the SDC  elec-
trolyte.

Silver was  used as the current collector. For the CC-01 current
collection method, concentrated silver paste (DAD-87, Shanghai
Research Institute of Synthetic Resins) was  dispersed in liquid
ethanol under ultrasonic vibration, and an appropriate amount of
polyvinyl butyral was  added to act as a pore former. The diluted sil-
ver paste was  then painted onto the entire electrode’s surface with
a brush to form a thin silver paste layer of uniform thickness. For the
CC-02 current collection method, a mesh-like morphological struc-
ture of concentrated silver paste was drawn with a stick directly
onto the electrode surface to create the current collector, after
which the electrode was fired at 180 ◦C for an hour. For symmetric
cell tests, silver wires acting as connecting leads were attached to
the above two  current collectors with concentrated silver paste.

2.2. Characterization

Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of the symmetric cells
were measured using a Solartron 1260 Frequency Response Ana-
lyzer in combination with a Solartron 1287 potentiostat. The
frequency used for the EIS measurements ranged from 10−1 to
105 Hz with a signal amplitude of 10 mV.  Samples were tested
under open circuit voltage (OCV) conditions. All tests of the
symmetric cells were conducted under ambient air conditions.
Microscopic features of the symmetric cell electrodes before
and after the long-term stability tests were characterized by
an environmental scanning electron microscope (E-SEM, Model
QUANTA-200). The phase structure of the powders was charac-
terized with an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, Bruker D8 Advance)
equipped with Cu Ka radiation.

3. Results and discussion

Silver paste is often used as a current collector in SOFCs due
to its high electronic conductivity and morphological flexibility.
The most efficient means of current collection should involve con-
tacting the whole electrode’s surface with current collector. When
applying concentrated silver paste as the current collector, how-
ever, the silver may  become too dense due to sintering. Once the
entire electrode surface is covered with concentrated silver paste,
the poor porosity of the silver current collector may block free
gas diffusion and thus induce concentration polarization. Indeed,
we find previously that diluted silver paste combined with a pore
former performed better than a concentrated silver paste current
collector [27]. Thus, in this study, when the entire electrode surface
is covered with silver paste to act as a current collector, a diluted

form of silver paste is applied (CC-01). We  also try another cur-
rent collection method using silver paste, i.e., silver paste is applied
with a mesh-like morphology onto the electrode surface (CC-02) in
such a way  that free gas diffusion could still be realized through
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Table 1
Fitting Rohm, R1 and R2 values from EIS data of two symmetric cells with silver paste
as  current collector.

SSC + SDC BSCF

6 (h) 75 (h) 194 (h) 4 (h) 189 (h) 386 (h)

2

ig. 1. Arrhenius plots of symmetric cells with BSCF and SSC + SDC as electrodes
sing silver paste (CC-01) and mesh-like silver (CC-02) as current collectors.

he electrode area lacking the silver paste even when the silver
aste becomes highly dense. To achieve better adhesion of silver
o the electrode’s surface for the CC02 current collector, we apply
oncentrated silver paste.

To exploit the potential effect of these two different current col-
ection methods on the performance of SSC and BSCF electrodes,
he ASRs of a BSCF electrode and a SSC + SDC composite electrode
ith CC-01 and CC-02 current collectors (the morphologies of the

urrent collectors will be presented later) are first comparatively
tudied at various temperatures, and the results are shown in Fig. 1.
uch lower ASRs are observed for both the SSC and BSCF electrodes
ith the CC-01 current collection method than with CC-02. For

xample, the ASRs are 0.020, 0.042, 0.073, 0.17 and 0.70 � cm2 at
00, 650, 600, 550, 500 ◦C for the BSCF electrode using silver paste as
he current collector, whereas the corresponding values are 0.033,
.057, 0.14, 0.39 and 1.3 � cm2 using the mesh-like silver current
ollector. This finding suggests that whole-surface deposition with
iluted silver paste is much more efficient than mesh-like current
ollection for these electrodes. This finding can be easily explained
y the fact that part of the electrode surface is not covered with sil-
er by applying the CC-02 current collector and that the electrical

onductivity of porous electrodes, especially porous BSCF, is very
ow.

Considering the higher electrode performance achieved with
he CC-01 current collection method, this method is first applied

Fig. 2. Time-dependence of the ASRs of SSC + SDC (a) and BSCF (
Rohm (� cm ) 1.65 1.71 1.74 1.59 1.62 1.65
R1 (� cm2) 0.0619 0.0789 0.0922 0.00106 0.00199 0.00501
R2 (� cm2) 0.0600 0.0836 0.0922 0.0254 0.0301 0.0345

for the operational stability investigations of SSC and BSCF elec-
trodes for ORR. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of ASR on time for both
electrodes in ambient air. An obvious increase in electrode polariza-
tion resistance with operating time is observed for both electrodes.
For example, the initial ASR is 0.107 � cm2 for the SSC + SDC elec-
trode at 700 ◦C, and it increases to 0.149 � cm2 after operating for a
period of 75 h, and further increases to 0.165 � cm2 after operating
for 194 h. With regard to the BSCF electrode, the initial ASR is only
0.021 � cm2 at 700 ◦C, much lower than that of the SSC + SDC elec-
trode, reflecting the much higher electrocatalytic activity of BSCF
for ORR, as expected. However, the ASR also increases by 69% after
continuous operation for approximately 363 h. The above results
indicate that the performance of both the BSCF and SSC + SDC elec-
trodes is unstable when using the CC-01 current collector with
diluted silver paste covering the whole surface of the electrode.

To obtain further insight into the deterioration of cell per-
formance, selected representative EIS of symmetric cells with
SSC + SDC and BSCF electrodes (Fig. 3) are analyzed in detail.
An equivalent circuit of the mode L-Rohm-(R1-CPE1)-(R2-CPE2)
is adopted for the EIS data fitting, where L is the inductance
originating from the connecting leads; Rohm is an ideal resistor
related to the ohmic resistance from the electrolyte, electrode,
current collector and connecting leads; and CPEi (constant phase
element) represents a time-dependent capacitive element that
is in parallel with the resistance marked Ri. The (R1-CPE1) is
applied to fit the high-frequency region, and it primarily represents
charge-transfer processes, including both electron-transfer and
ion-transfer processes, occurring at the current collector/electrode
and electrode/electrolyte interfaces [28]. The (R2-CPE2) is applied
to fit the low-frequency region, and it primarily represents diffusion
processes, including the adsorption–desorption of oxygen, oxygen
diffusion at the gas – cathode interface, and surface diffusion of
intermediate oxygen species [29]. The representative EIS are found
to fit well with the above equivalent circuit, and the values of Rohm,

R1 and R2 are summarized in Table 1. For both electrodes, R1 and
R2, which are related to charge-transfer and surface diffusion pro-
cesses, respectively, increase with operating time. Interestingly,
with increasing operating time, the Rohm for the symmetric cell

b) electrodes at 700 ◦C with CC-01 silver current collector.
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Fig. 4. XRD patterns of SSC, SDC and SSC + SDC mixtures before and after calcination

F
v

ig. 3. Selected EIS data and corresponding fitting results for symmetric cells with S
quivalent circuits used for fitting the EIS data.

ith the SSC + SDC electrode also increases from an original value
f 1.65 � cm2 to 1.74 � cm2 after continuous operation for a period
f approximately 200 h. A similar increase in Rohm with operating
ime is also observed for the symmetric cell with the BSCF electrode.

It has been reported that SSC has a stable phase structure under
he operating conditions of an SOFC cathode [17]. This finding is
urther supported in our study by comparing the XRD patterns of
resh SSC, SDC (SSC-fresh, SDC-fresh) and 400 h sintered SSC + SDC
SSC + SDC-400 h), as shown in Fig. 4. This comparison reveals
hat the performance deterioration of the SSC + SDC electrode, as
emonstrated in the symmetric cell test using the CC-01 silver cur-
ent collector, is less likely due to the progressive phase transition of
he electrode during the duration test. Delamination between the
lectrode and the electrolyte’s surface, typically originating from
hermal expansion disparity between electrode and electrolyte, is
elieved to be one of the main causes of performance deterioration
or many electrodes, in particular for cobalt-containing perovskite
xide electrodes. As mentioned previously, the TECs of BSCF and
SC are much larger than that of SDC. To determine whether inter-
al stress caused by the different TECs of the SSC electrode and
he SDC electrolyte leads to the performance of the electrode to

eteriorate, the symmetric cells with SDC + SSC electrodes and SDC
lectrolyte before and after continuous operation for a period of
94 h in air at 700 ◦C are examined by SEM. Shown in Fig. 5 are
ross-sectional SEM images of the interfaces between the SSC + SDC

ig. 5. SEM images of the interface between an SSC + SDC electrode and SDC electrolyte 

iew  of SSC + SDC|SDC|SSC + SDC symmetric cells.
at 700 ◦C for 400 h.

before (a) and after (b) 194 h of long-term testing at 700 ◦C from a cross-sectional
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Fig. 6. Digital photos and SEM images of a silver paste curren

lectrode and SDC electrolyte before and after long-term stabil-
ty testing. Interestingly, no obvious delamination of the SSC + SDC
lectrode layer from the SDC electrolyte is detected. This finding
trongly implies that delamination of the electrode layer from the
DC electrolyte during stability testing is not a practical problem for
SC + SDC electrodes. The good interfacial stability of the SSC + SDC|

DC can then be explained as follows. On the one hand, the porous
ature of SSC + SDC electrodes effectively buffers the internal stress

nduced by the disparity in TECs between the electrode and the
lectrolyte during the heating process. On the other hand, the
ctor before (a, c) and after (b, d, e, f) a stability test for 194 h.

difference in the absolute value of the dimensional change between
the SSC + SDC electrode and SDC electrolyte is still small due to the
relatively low operating temperature (700 ◦C) in this study. Simi-
larly, no obvious delamination of the BSCF electrode from the SDC
electrolyte is observed (data not shown) after the stability test.
Thus, the TEC disparity between SSC + SDC and BSCF electrodes and

SDC electrolyte is less likely to be a practical problem in SOFCs
operated at intermediate temperature, at least in this study. More-
over, oxygen ion-transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface is
found not to be the origin of the performance deterioration of either
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ig. 7. Digital photos of a typical SSC + SDC electrode with the CC-02 mesh-like sil
SC  + SDC electrode from a cross-sectional view (c).

SC + SDC| SDC| SSC + SDC or BSCF| SDC| BSCF symmetric cells with
C-01 current collectors.

Comparing digital photos of silver paste current collectors
efore and after long-term stability testing (Fig. 6a and b) reveals
ignificant morphological changes of the current collector. The sil-
er paste current collector appears to have evaporated markedly
fter long-term operation. Fig. 6c–f presents more detailed infor-
ation about the silver paste current collector before and after

ong-term stability testing. Fig. 6c shows that the silver paste
nitially exhibits a well-connected and porous structure that uni-
ormly covers the electrode’s surface. However, as shown in
ig. 6d–f, the initial morphological structure of the silver paste
urrent collector is largely destroyed after the stability test due
o sintering and evaporation of the silver. Sintering of the silver
urrent collector may  block free gas transportation, and evapora-
ion of the silver may  reduce its current collection efficiency. Both
rocesses likely contribute to the performance deterioration of the
SC + SDC and BSCF electrodes in ORR. Increases in Rohm and R1, as
emonstrated previously, may  be caused by reduced current collec-
ion efficiency, whereas increases in R2 may  be caused by reduced
as diffusion.

Considering the rapid evaporation of silver from the porous CC-
1 silver current collector due to the large exposed surface area,
e also adopt a dense mesh-like silver current collector (CC-02)

or the SSC + SDC symmetric cell and investigate its stability. It has
een reported that the evaporation of silver from dense silver mesh
uring long-term testing at 690 ◦C under air is slight [30]. Thus,
orphological changes of the current collector should be mini-
ized by adopting the CC-02 method during the stability test,

lthough the ASR of the electrode may  be larger than that when
pplying the CC-01 method. Digital photos of a typical SSC + SDC
lectrode with the mesh-like silver current collector before and
fter long-term operation are shown in Fig. 7a and b. Indeed, the sil-
er mesh retains its original morphology after long-term operation.
ross-sectional SEM images of a symmetric cell with an SSC + SDC
lectrode and the silver mesh current collector are presented in
ig. 7c, demonstrating that the current collector adhere to the elec-
rode’s surface quite well after long-term operation without any
ppearance of delamination. This finding further demonstrates that
he large difference in TECs between the SSC + SDC electrode and
he SDC electrolyte is not a serious problem because of the reduced
perating temperature and the porous electrode structure.

The time dependence of the ASR of an SSC + SDC electrode using
 mesh-like silver current collector (CC-02) is shown in Fig. 8. Inter-
stingly, the electrode’s polarization resistance is fairly stable with

espect to operating time within the test period of approximately
50 h. The ASR is found to fluctuate at approximately 0.15 � cm2

ithin the whole test period, and this fluctuation is likely due to
he temperature variation during the operation. The above results
Fig. 8. Time-dependence of the ASRs of an SSC + SDC electrode at 700 ◦C with a CC-02
mesh-like silver current collector.

further indicate that the SSC + SDC electrode by itself is highly sta-
ble, and the deterioration of the cell’s performance when adopting
the CC-01 current collector is caused by sintering and evaporation
of the silver paste.

It is generally accepted that BSCF has very high activity for ORR at
intermediate temperatures due to its high oxygen ionic conductiv-
ity and oxygen surface exchange properties [31,32],  which are due
to the high oxygen vacancy concentration and also the high oxy-
gen mobility within the bulk of BSCF. It has also been demonstrated
that surface diffusion is the rate-limiting step for ORR in a BSCF
electrode [33,34]. However, the large TEC and poor phase stability
of BSCF have become major roadblocks to its potential application
in SOFCs operated at intermediate temperature. The above studies
suggest that high TEC may  not be a serious problem, at least for the
application of such electrodes in SOFCs operated at intermediate
temperature, because of the low operating temperature (<800 ◦C)
and the porous electrode morphology. However, phase structure
stability remains a primary concern.

The oxygen permeation stability of BSCF ceramic membrane is
first reported by Shao et al. [23]. They demonstrate that stable oxy-
gen permeation can be obtained only at operation temperatures
higher than 850 ◦C, and permeation flux slowly deteriorates with
operating time at temperatures below that, an effect ascribed to
gradual phase decomposition/transformation. However, it is sug-

gested that the phase structure can be recovered by re-treating
the membrane at temperatures higher than 850 ◦C for a suffi-
cient length of time [23]. Švarcová et al. find that after long-term
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ig. 9. XRD results from BSCF powder before and after 400 h of calcination at 700 ◦C
nder ambient air.

nnealing of BSCF powders, a hexagonal perovskite structure can
e detected with XRD [22]. Arnold et al. further explain that cobalt

nstability leads to the decomposition of perovskite from cubic
o hexagonal via an unknown monoclinic phase at intermedi-
te temperatures [35]. With TEM, Efimov et al. discover several
icrometer-long lamellae with a low concentration of mobile oxy-

en vacancies in the structure of Ba1−xSrxCo2−yFeyO5−�, which are
ikely to serve as barriers to oxygen transportation [36]. The decom-
osition kinetics of BSCF from cubic to hexagonal structure is also
tudied by Mueller et al. [37]. To examine the phase stability of
SCF in our study, it is calcined at 700 ◦C in air for 400 h without
olarization (BSCF-400 h). Fig. 9 shows the XRD spectra of vari-
us samples. Fresh BSCF (BSCF-fresh), prepared by calcination at
000 ◦C in air, displays a perovskite structure well indexed as cubic
ymmetry with a Pm-3m space group. However, after calcination
n air at 700 ◦C for 400 h, a phase transition is observed.

The performance stability of BSCF electrodes for ORR is further
nvestigated by symmetric cell testing using mesh-like silver as the
urrent collector for a total period of 800 h in ambient air. Fig. 10

hows the ASR of the BSCF electrode as a function of operation
ime. Surprisingly, the overall ASR is fairly stable, retaining a value
f 0.065 � cm2 during 800 h of continuous operation, although a
uctuation of the ASR value is observed, mainly in the range of

ig. 10. ASR values of a BSCF electrode as a function of operating time at 700 ◦C with
 CC-02 mesh-like silver current collector.
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[
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[
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0.06–0.07 � cm2, which can be assigned to temperature variation
during the experiment. This result suggests that BSCF can perform
stably as an oxygen reduction electrode even though a phase transi-
tion is found to occur during long-term operation, implying that the
products from the phase transition still show very good electrocat-
alytic activity for ORR. Previously, we  demonstrated that the ORR
over the BSCF electrode is mainly limited by the surface diffusion
of oxygen [7].  This consideration strongly suggests that the surface
exchange kinetics of BSCF electrode is less likely to be affected after
the phase transition. Even though the final transition has effects
after sufficiently long operation times, the phase structure can be
restored by heating the electrode to a temperature higher than
850 ◦C. In addition, the BSCF cathode is also sensitive to the CO2
which could also cause the decay of the performance of BSCF. In
this study, it seems the traces of CO2 in ambient air did not cause
the poisoning effect. Thus, BSCF is a promising electrode for ORR at
intermediate temperatures.

4. Conclusions

In this study, by applying mesh-like dense silver as the cur-
rent collector, we obtained long-term stable performance with both
BSCF and SSC + SDC electrodes. Using the appropriate current col-
lector is crucial to achieving such stable electrode performance.
Although diluted porous silver paste showed better current collec-
tion efficiency than mesh-like silver, thus providing higher initial
electrode performance, the porous morphological structure of the
silver current collector was largely destroyed after the long-term
stability test because of silver sintering and evaporation, which
caused progressive deterioration of the electrode’s performance.
By contrast, the mesh-like silver current collector exhibited a
fairly stable structure during the long-term stability test. Thus,
gas diffusion was not impacted and current collection efficiency
was maintained. Although BSCF experienced a phase transition at
reduced temperatures, fairly stable electrode performance was  still
achievable with this material. The phase transition did not have a
great effect on oxygen reduction over the BSCF electrode.
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